
 

Teaching Dance to Young Children 
 
Be prepared  
Look like a dancer.  Come to class looking like the professional you are.  Parents are paying 
for their children to be taught by someone skilled to do so.  Wear your elite shirt and appropriate 
dance wear.  Know the dress code for each class you teach and reasonably follow it yourself. 
Be prepared to teach.  Know the curriculum.  Make sure to watch and rewatch the teaching 
videos at least once a semester so you can make sure you are following them accurately.  
Transitions are important.  Know what you are going to do next.  As you finish one 
combination, tell the class what you want them to do to prepare for the next activity.  Tell them 
what to do, where to go and how to do it.  Ex- ballet walks over to the demonstrator and freeze 
like a popsicle.  This gives you time to get the music started or to check your syllabus so you 
know what else needs to be done.  
 
Focus on one thing at a time 
As a whole class - Today’s focus is not rolling in.  Explain it once and apply to every combo. 
Use a different focus for different classes, arms, pointed feet etc.  
In individual combos - For a whole session focus on keeping knees straight in tendus, pointing 
feet in skips, and elbows up with arms.  
With individual children - Sometimes within a combo you have each child working on 
something different.  Ex - Level 2 plies, Ask each child what they are supposed to be working 
on.  

 
Have high expectations 
Of yourself - Am I doing it correctly?  I need to be an example to my students.  Find something 
to improve on.  Let them see you struggle, persevere and grow.  Acknowledge that it is hard 
sometimes!  Continue to grow and learn both as a dancer and a teacher.  Observe other 
teachers and use the things you like about how they teach or run a class.  Bring something new 
to your class, don't reply on the same old thing. 
Of your dancers - These little ones can do more than you think they can.  Given the right 
explanation and guidance, they are capable of a lot.  Teach them to “glue their hands to their 
sides,” or “stand still like a statue.”  Explain how to “grow tall’ or “have soft elbows.”  Give them 
the opportunity for success.  If they are unable to do it, it’s ok, but allow them to try.  Ex. - 3 year 
old Mina, keep your tummy in.  We do not want to push them in skills they are not capable of but 
we do want them to do the best they can do in what they are being taught.  
 
Be Detailed 
In your teaching and technique - If we have high expectations of our dancers, then we need 
to teach in detail.  Give them the specifics of what you want.  “Let’s see who is sitting up tall with 
their feet together and their toes pointed, with their legs straight and their hands to the side. 
fingertips touching.  Who is not wiggling and not talking.”  I repeat this almost every class  (level 
1).  Where do they put their arms?  Their hands?  Their fingers?  Their thumbs?  Tell them, 
show them, fix them, remind them.  

 



 

In teaching routine and class management - Also be detailed in teaching your class your 
expectations for their behavior and how you run your class.  They should know how and where 
to sit (or stand) when they first come into class, how to enter class after water break.  How 
should they stand when waiting for the music, how do they move into a circle and what do they 
do when they get there.  Once these things are taught, they become routine.  The children know 
what is expected of them and your class will run more smoothly.  
 
Use Demonstrators 
Let them demonstrate - Your demonstrators should know your combos so that you are freed 
up to move around and correct children.   The class can watch the demonstrator as you verbally 
talk them through it.  Demonstrators can also run one group while you work with another, then 
switch.  
Tell them what to do -  Your demonstrators need to know what you expect of them.  Give 
them instructions on what you want them to do.  You are the teacher and the demonstrators are 
your responsibly, just as your students are.  Make sure they are in dress code, do not allow 
them to mess around, be late etc.  

 
Interact with Parents 
Remember - The parents are the customer.  They want you to teach their children but they 
also want to be acknowledged.  Make yourself available to answer questions when you can. 
Sometimes this is not possible, but try to go out and at least say hello to a few parents each 
week.  I find that when I make myself available to just say hello to parents, and ask how their 
day has been, the conversation often ends with the parent feeling free to ask a question they 
have been wanting to ask.  

 
Make it FUN! 
Children learn through play - Play is how young children make sense of the world and 
incorporate new learning into their growing knowledge.  We want to teach detailed, quality 
classes, but we are also teaching them the LOVE of dance at this age.  We want them to be 
excited to return to class each week.  When they are having fun, they will retain more and be 
more willing to work hard and be better listeners.  

 


